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Become the new king of knife throwing in Knife Flipping!

In Knife Flipping your goal will be to make a maximum of flip with your knife to make the biggest combo possible and thus
beat your own record!

Features:

■ 3 different levels!
■ 30 different knives and swords!

■ Addictive gameplay!
■ Beautiful 2D and 3D decorations!
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Title: Knife Flipping
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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I fully completed the game, so it's now time for my verdict!

Positive:
Very entertaining Tower Defense
A lot of variable so we can personalise our way to defend our fort
Graphic aren't pretentious, they are exactly what we should expect for this kind of game.
Ennemy all have their personalities and they are evolutive, so it won't become redundant!
Three difficulty levels in the two worlds

Negative:
There is only two worlds so the game is excessively short! I've accomplished all the difficulty on the three world and all "steam
accomplishment" in only 24 hours of play.... tl;dr :
Lots of potential and care, executed with flaws in all areas that add up too high. Try it out only at a sale price.

Long version:
Sourge Outbreak is a 3rd person cover based shooter, with interesting visual designs and characters that attempts to tell a multi-
perspective story, but has gameplay flaws that become too hard to ignore as the game goes on.

The team AI is passable, but can\u00b4t be relied upon to do the job for you, enemy AI is very simple but has fair aim and
reasonable aggression.

Said enemies however are bullett sponges, of which the game throws more and tougher ones at you, until you are overrun by
armored mooks that do not care about your popgun weapons. This games weapons are weak, feel weak and enemies are too
tough even if the weapons were stronger. Headshots become mandatory, your best bet becomes the sniper rifle which can
remove a helmet with one shot and score the kill with the next. Anything else becomes inneffective. At some point in the game
you encounter melee-based aliens, that can oneshot you with an attack leap in a game that is not made for melee combat.

The controls are clunky in general, and if you can actually shoot out of cover is unpedictable. This leads to a ton of frustrating
deaths were you are being shot in cover, can\u00b4t shoot back and die as you try to get away from the magnetic cover.

The story starts interesting, then plummets down to one of these moments where one intelligent question would prevent an entire
drama, only to end unfinished in a very sudden bossfight.

The freshest thing the game has to offer is an attack or shield power, with the shield being useful and the attack power
becoming irrelevant due to bullett sponges. An XP system rewards action in certain categories with useful perks, which feels
rewarding.

Can\u00b4t say anything about the multiplayer, since there where no matches to be found. Botmatches however gave me the
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impression of very small matches with an unpredictable damage system.

All in all I really can\u00b4t recommend this at full price, which is a shame because I believe this is not a cash grab. The devs
put work and effort into their game, but in the end all the flaws start adding up too high and are too annoying to ignore.
I hope lessons are learned from this, because its a damn shame if caring people are doomed by lack of experience.
More luck in the future.. What the hell is this game?

That is the first thing I thought to myself when I saw it pop on my screen. It looks bizarre, weird and strangely otherworldly. Of
course my inner hipster was stronger and I could not resist trying out this obscure and somewhat strange game.

This game is actually really easy to pick up, you run across a randomly generated world which takes place on a hyperbolic plane.
This makes it actually really unique and strangely absorbing. You basically collect loot and kill enemies on the way, trying to get
a new high score. You defeat enemies by moving to their tile, there are no rpg mechanics or combat. It is actually more of a
puzzle game and figuring out how to plan your next movement is quite important. At some point enemies become numerous and
they change their style, some prove other challenges and new ways to defeat you. Furthermore some of the areas that you travel
through have various gimmicks that spice up the game.

For 99 cents you cannot really go wrong, simply due to it's simple nature and unique take. There could be some kind of
animation and better models for characters but it's servicable.

DISCLAIMER: This game might cause some severe motion sickness, I never had problems in my life with playing
games but Hyperrogue might make you feel nauseous. So beware.

. Simple, short, fun. Worth the price. I love it.. Scorp's been vaporwaving.
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An incredible game at an incredible price.

White giant RPG does it again! If you haven't yet played Last Dream, then you need to stop reading this review and go play it.
That is, unless you don't like NES/SNES era golden age jrpgs such as Final Fantasy, 4, 6, Dragon Quests, Lufia, etc.

This series has it all! Good story, cutscenes, great music, better combat/skills than classic rpgs, very responsive developers, a full
comprehensive strategy guide... Not to mention various easter eggs and nostalgic devices similar to Chocobos rides, airships,
giant optional dungeons, optional super-bosses, clever puzzles, and many other features that will have you reliving the fun of
games from a simpler and more relaxing era.

I've played World Unknown long enough at this point to be confident that it is a worthy successor to its predecessor - and one of
the few games that successful retains the challenge at high level play. World unknown is a standalone expansion and could be
played without having played the original, but why would you want to do that? Play the original, love it, lose yourself in it - and
then play world unknown.. And then and only then will you be sad that you'll still be waiting a few years for Last Dream II. But,
get yourself a deal by buying them both at once, and support the awesome devs at White Giant RPG!. Just like Little Alchemy
on iOS but worse and more expensive. In fact, just get Little Alchemy.
AVOID. This game really has potential to stand out in the whole “open world survival and crafting” type of game. But the
developers really need to but some work in the basic gameplay! Like aiming abilities, and the multiplayer part. Like being able
to play with friends, and live in a house with shared abilities to build in house and do stuff, without the person who took the
place, needs to be online. Really suck that you can’t place stuff in the house ur living in, because your friend took it, so you
doesn’t get building any privileges.. This is one of the best bullet hells here avaliable on Steam (of course it's not touhou but it
does its work pretty well), and it's totally worth it (more if you can get it on sale). The third part of the Gundemonium
Recollection, and a vertical scroll (instead of horizontal like its predecessors), with very charming characthers and of course a
japanese touch. The other two games of the Gundemonium Collection are great too, so if you want to get it, don't doubt it.. This
is a good game to play while you wait on friends to get online or you just want to blow off steam. It is better than the flash
version online IMO.. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.
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